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Abstract—Stereo matching plays an indispensable part in
autonomous driving, robotics and 3D scene reconstruction. We
propose a novel deep learning architecture, which called CFP-
Net, a cross-form pyramid stereo matching network for regress-
ing disparity from a rectified pair of stereo images. The network
consists of three modules: Multi-Scale 2D local feature extraction
module, Cross-form spatial pyramid module and Multi-Scale
3D Feature Matching and Fusion module. The Multi-Scale 2D
local feature extraction module can extract enough multi-scale
feature. The Cross-form spatial pyramid module aggregates the
context information in different scales and locations to form a
cost volume. Moreover, it is been proved to be more effective than
SPP and ASPP in ill-posed regions. The Multi-Scale 3D feature
matching and fusion module is prove to regularize cost volume
using two parallel 3D deconvolution structure with two different
receptive fields. Our proposed method has been evaluated on
the Scene Flow and KITTI datasets. It achieves state-of-the-art
performance on the KITTI 2012 and 2015 benchmarks.
Index Terms—Stereo Matching, Multi-scale 3D Feature Match-
ing and Fusion, Cross-form Spatial Pyramid Architecture
I. INTRODUCTION
Stereo matching, as a classic problem of 3D scene re-
construction, has been extensively studied in recent years.
Binocular stereo matching is mainly used in robot vision, non-
contact measurement, pose detection and control of mechani-
cal systems and virtual reality [10] [11]. The binocular camera
captures the left and right viewpoint images of the same scene
and uses the stereo matching algorithm to obtain the disparity
map and corresponding depth map. Given a pair of rectified
stereo images, the purpose of the stereo matching algorithm
is to find the geometric relationship of the same pixels on the
left and corresponding right image.
Traditional stereo methods, such as belief propagation [8],
semi-global matching [6] and max-flow [9], are well studied
following stereo pipeline with limited performance. Traditional
stereo methods, such as belief propagation [8], semi-global
matching [6] and max-flow [9], are well studied following
stereo pipeline with limited performance. Scharsteim and
Sceliski(2002) proposed that a typical stereo algorithm con-
sists of four steps: matching cost computation, cost aggrega-
tion, optimization, and disparity refinement. The point of this
work is on computing a better matching cost.
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With the fast development of deep learning methods on
semantic understanding, more and more stereo matching meth-
ods uses convolution neural networks(CNNs). The key and dif-
ficult point is the utilization of the integral global context infor-
mation. Recent studies [1] [14] attempt to solve this problem
by combining semantic information to refine matching cost
volumes. CRLNet [14] utilizes two stages of convolutional
neural networks with hour-glass structure and embeds the
residual learning mechanism across multiple scales. PSM-Net
[1] uses Spatial pyramid pooling(SPP) and dilated convolution
to exploit global context information effectively with enlarged
receptive fields. However, deep learning methods are still not
effective in dealing with the problem of disparity estimation
for inherently ill-posed regions. In this work, inspired by
the spatial pyramid pooling(SPP) in PSM-Net [1] and the
dilated convolution structure in DeepLab v3+ [2], we redesign
a cross-form spatial pyramid pooling architecture(CFSPP) to
enlarge the receptive fields from multiple perspectives in order
to extends pixel-level features to region-level features with
different scales of receptive fields.
In this work, we propose a novel parallel cross-form
pyramid network(CFP-Net), which can exploit global context
information effectively and completely in stereo matching. We
extend the spatial pyramid module to cross-form level with
four parallel pyramid pooling blocks, containing parallel di-
lated convolutions layer and average pooling layer. Moreover,
we exploit global context information effectively from the
perspective of the whole image by our encoder-decoder archi-
tecture described by following sections. We conducted many
comparative experiments, and the results of the experiments
prove that CFP-Net has a good effect on stereo matching.
The contributions of this paper can be summarized as
follows:
1) We propose an end-to-end stereo matching learning
framework without any post-processing.
2) We design a cross-form context spatial pyramid archi-
tecture(CFSP) to incorporate global information and local
information into image features with enlarged receptive fields.
3) We redesign Multi-Scale 3D features matching and
fusion convolutional neural networks module to increase the
utilization of context information in multi-scale cost volume.
4) We achieve the state-of-art performance in the KITTI
2012 and 2015 benchmarks.
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Fig. 1: Architecture of our CFP-Net
II. PROPOSED METHOD
In this section, we will give a detailed description
about our proposed Parallel multi-scale cross-form pyramid
network(CFP-Net), which contains three parts: multi-scale
local feature extraction module, cross-form spatial pyramid
pooling module and multi-scale 3D features matching and
fusion module. The architecture of our CFP-Net is presented
in Fig. 1.
A. Multi-Scale Local Feature Extraction
It is diffusely recognized that feature descriptors can better
capture local context, thus more robust to photometric differ-
ences(occlusion, non-lambertian lighting effects and perspec-
tive effects) [19]. The multi-scale feature extraction module
extracts multi-scale features from the stereo image pair. It
contains a convolution layer with channel of 32 and kernel
size of 3 to improve the dimension of given inputs, and multi-
scale serial networks with different scale of 32, 64 and 128.
The specific feature extraction module is shown in Fig.2.
Specifically, we design our local feature extraction module
through a series of interconnected 2D convolutional operators.
It total possesses the 48 convolution layers consisted of 14
basic blocks with different channels. The main architecture
of the local feature extraction module can be divided into
following parts:
1) A common 2D convolutional layer conv0 with channel
of 32 and kernel size of 3. The outputs of conv0 are regarded
as the inputs of networks after conv0.
2) There are two convolutional layers with stride of 1 in
the basic block. And there are 3 basic blocks with channel
of 32, 15 basic blocks with channel of 64 and 3 basic blocks
with channel of 128 serially. Especially, the first convolutional
layer of the first basic block of each part has a stride of 2.
B. Cross-Form Context Pyramid
Obviously, we could not gather enough context information
just by local feature extraction module. It is proved by many
related works that image features rich with object context in-
formation, such as ill-posed or textureless regions and objects
with arbitrary sizes, can benefit correspondence estimation.
In addition to this, a multi-scale context representation is
sufficient and essential for stereo matching. Hence context
pyramid architecture has been referred in many recent stereo
matching works since it was proposed by [5]. It can offer fine-
grained details to make the generated disparity map richer and
combine context cues with global and local priors.
Proposed Cross-form Context Pyramid. In this work, as
shown in Fig. 3. our context pyramid is formulated as a
module of four parallel cross-form branches corresponding to
four pyramid levels. The context scale is decreasing from top
to bottom of the context pyramid. Each cross-form branch
consists of two small parallel branches named dilated branch
and pooling branch respectively, following a convolution layer
for contacting two outputs.
(i) Dilated branch. The first layer is a 3 × 3 dilated conv
layer and the second layer is an 1× 1 conv layer.
(ii) Pooling branch. The first layer is an average pooling
layer with corresponding pyramid scale. And the second layer
is the same as the dilated branch, following the bilinear
interpolation in order to maintain the size of output same as
the local stereo volume.
Inspired by [1], we design four fixed-size average pooling
pyramid blocks for each pooling branch: 64 × 64, 32 × 32,
16×16, and 8×8. Correspondingly, we also design four fixed-
size dilation for each dilated branch in order: 32, 12, 8, 4. In
[2], Atrous convolution spatial context pyramid is introduced
to adjust filter’s field-of-view in order to capture multi-scale
information and generalize standard convolution operation.
For comparison, we set another two contrast context pyra-
mid structures in [1] and [2]. Atrous Spatial Pyramid Pool-
ing(ASPP) [2] remove all pooling branches of the cross-form
context pyramid with the remain parameter abiding. Spatial
Pyramid Pooling(SPP) [1] remove all dilated branches of
the cross-form context pyramid with the remaining parameter
abiding. We conduct multiple comparative experiments to
compare these three context pyramids in section 4.2.
C. Feature Volume
Traditional stereo matching methods just use a simple
way to concatenate the stereo result. And recent GC-Net
[7] methods concatenate the left and right features to form
a cost volume. Following [1], we concatenate left feature
maps with their corresponding right feature maps across each
disparity level with our CFSPP to form a cost volume with
size height× width × disparity × size.
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Fig. 2: Architecture of our Feature Extraction Module
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Fig. 3: The basic architectures of CFSPP.
D. Multi-scale 3D Features Matching and Fusion Module
Our CFSPP module makes a great contribution to stereo
matching from different perspectives by parallel dilated branch
and pooling branch. We capture both the global context
information with the receptive field of the whole image and
local context information with the receptive field of different
scales. Hence, we redesign the MP-SOD method purposed
by Zhang [18] as our 3D Features matching and fusion
(encoder-decoder) module in order to aggregate the feature
information along both the disparity dimension and spatial
dimensions. There are mainly two changes comparing with
MP-SOD that we 1) transform all 2D convolutional layers
to 3D convolutional layers or 3D deconvolutional layers. 2)
introduce 3D deconvolutional layers as scale recovery module
to make the concatenated feature map upsample to the same
dimension as the input image. The spatial resolution of the
output feature map is increased three times under our structure.
As shown in Fig. 4, the multi-scale 3D features matching
and fusion module is divided into two parts. The first part
consists of a series of three-dimension convolutional layers
with increasing size of the receptive fields. For the multi-scale
features matching module, four 3D convolutional layers with
different scales are utilized, where the channels are set as 32,
32, 64, 64. Moreover, each feature map is fed through a series
of corresponding 3D deconvolutional layers with different
kernel sizes of 3 or 5 respectively to control the size of the
receptive field. and upsampled to the same dimension as cost
volume. The second part, which leads to the fusion of context
information extracted through 3D convolution with different
scales, consists of two parallel concatenated feature maps,
which are supplied to a two-channel feature map by a 3D
convolutional layer, following a scale recovery module.
E. Disparity Resgression
Traditionally, the stereo algorithm can estimate the depth
offset of the cost volume by argmin operation, which failed
to produce sub-pixel disparity estimatation and be trained
using back-propagation. In order to obtain more robust and
effective disparity map by regression, we exploit soft argmin
to accomplish the disparity map regression [7]. Above all, we
calculate the probability of each disparity d converted from
the cost volume c via the softmax operation σ (·). Second, we
take the sum of each disparity dˆ, weighted by its normalized
probability. The corresponding mathematical formula is as (1):
dˆ =
Dmax∑
d=0
d× σ (−cd) (1)
F. Loss Function
As many recent stereo matching methods mentioned,
smooth L1 loss is widely used in bounding box regression for
object detection beacuse of its robustness and low sensitivity
to outliers. So we set the loss function of CFP-Net as
L
(
d, dˆ
)
=
1
N
N∑
i=1
SmoothL1
(
di − dˆi
)
(2)
in which
SmoothL1 (x ) =
{
1
2x
2, if |x| < 1.
|x| − 0.5, otherwise. (3)
where N is the number of all labeled pixels, dˆi is the
predicted disparity and di is the ground-truth disparity.
Fig. 4: Architecture of our 3D CNN
Fig. 5: SceneFlow test data qualitative results. From left: left stereo input image, our disparity map, our groundtruth map
> 3 px > 4 px > 5 px
Noc All Refl Noc All Refl Noc All Refl
GC-NET [7] 1.77 2.30 12.80 1.36 1.77 9.77 1.12 1.46 7.99
L-ResMatch [17] 2.27 3.40 19.71 1.76 2.67 16.52 1.50 2.26 14.52
SsSMNet [19] 2.30 3.00 16.59 1.82 2.39 13.21 1.53 2.01 11.08
SGM-Net [16] 2.29 3.50 18.97 1.83 2.80 15.62 1.60 2.36 13.55
PBCP [15] 2.36 3.45 20.29 1.88 2.74 16.75 1.62 2.32 14.52
Displets v2 [4] 2.37 3.09 10.41 1.97 2.52 8.02 1.72 2.17 6.61
PSMNet [1] 1.49 1.89 10.18 1.12 1.42 7.29 0.90 1.15 5.64
CFPNet (proposed network) 1.41 1.83 9.58 1.06 1.37 6.90 0.85 1.10 5.33
TABLE I: KITTI 2012 test set results [13]. This benchmark contains 195 training and 195 test color image pairs.
III. EXPERIMENTS
We will present out experimental details and results in this
section. In section 4.1 we show our experimental datasets and
training parameters. We show the performance of proposed
CFP-Net on recognized stereo datasets from different perspec-
tives. In addition to this, We conduct multiple comparative
experiments for comparing our proposed CFSPP with ASPP
and SPP in section 4.2. Then we compare the proposed
method with other state-of-the-art published methods. Finally,
we also visualize the disparity maps generated by CFP-Net
and compare with others on KITTI stereo 2012 [3], KITTI
stereo 2015 [13] and Scene Flow [12] in section 4.3.
A. Dataset descrption
Following are the main recognized stereo datasets used
during training.
(i) KITTI: KITTI datasets are real-world datasets with street
views from a driving car, containing KITTI-2012 and KITTI-
2015 stereo datasets. Both stereo image pair and ground-truth
disparity have a resolution with 376× 1280.
(ii) Scene Flow: Scene Flow is a synthetic dataset, contain-
ing 35454 training stereo image pairs and 4370 testing stereo
image pairs, with all image pair having dense and elaborate
ground-truth disparities. Both training set and validation set
have a resolution of 540× 960.
All Pixels Param. Runtime
Model Type > 1 px > 3 px > 5 px (M) (s)
LFE+SPP+3DCNN 5.41 4.18 3.44 4.22 0.8
LFE+ASPP+3DCNN 5.5 4.15 3.49 4.36 0.8
LFE(replaced)+CFSPP+3DCNN 6.04 4.92 4.13 4.24 0.7
LFE+CFSPP+3DCNN(replaced) 5.9 4.74 3.64 4.03 0.6
LFE+CFSPP+3DCNN (proposed network) 5.37 4.03 3.48 4.68 0.95
TABLE II: Ablation Experiments on Scene Flow datasets
All Pixels Non-Occluded Pixels Runtime
D1-bg D1-fg D1-all D1-bg D1-fg D1-all (s)
GC-Net [7] 2.21 6.16 2.87 2.32 3.12 2.45 0.9
SsSMnet [19] 2.70 6.92 3.40 2.46 6.13 3.06 0.8
L-ResMatch [17] 2.72 6.95 3.42 2.35 5.74 2.91 48
PBCP [15] 2.58 8.74 3.61 2.27 7.71 3.17 68
PSMNet [1] 1.86 4.62 2.32 1.71 4.31 2.14 0.41
Displets v2 [4] 3.00 5.56 3.43 2.73 4.95 3.09 265
CFP-Net (our work) 1.90 4.39 2.31 1.73 3.92 2.09 0.95
TABLE III: KITTI 2015 test set results [13].
Fig. 6: KITTI 2015 test data qualitative results. From top: left stereo input image, our disparity prediction, our error map,
PSMNet’s disparity predicetion, its error map
Fig. 7: KITTI 2012 test data qualitative results. From left: left stereo input image, disparity prediction, error map.
B. Comparative Experiments
In this section, we will conduct several comparative exper-
iments with different settings to evaluate the effectiveness of
the specific structure in CFP-Net on Scene Flow dataset.
Comparative Experiments for Context Pyramid Module. As
described in section 3.3, we conduct multiple comparative
experiments to compare SPP, ASPP and proposed CFSPP
mentioned above. Specific experimental results are shown in
Table II. The result shows that the CFSPP proposed performs
better than other two structure on Scene Flow datasets. It
proves that CFSPP can gather more abundant and detailed
context information comparing SPP and ASPP. We think
CFSPP can combine multi-level context information of the
object on the same scale from different perspectives.
Comparative Experiments for Local Feature Extraction and
3DCNN Module. For evaluating the effectiveness of the local
feature extraction module and 3DCNN module, we replace all
the layers of LFE and 3DCNN with conventional 2D or 3D
convolutional layers. Specific experimental results are shown
in Tab. II. Some typical samples of SceneFlow datasets are
shown in Fig. 5.
C. Results on KITTI
We applied our best model to calculate the final disparity
maps for the testing images in the KITTI dataset, then sub-
mitted our results to KITTI online evaluation server. Recent
methods’ evaluation results(only for published papers, includ-
ing ours) on KITTI leaderboard are shown in Tab. III and
Tab. I. As shown on Tab. III, we exploited the percentage of
erroneous pixels in the background (D1-bg), foreground (D1-
fg) and all pixels (D1-all) in the two areas mentioned above to
evaluate our model’s performance quantitatively. For explicitly
demonstrating our method’s effectiveness and practicality bet-
ter, as shown in Fig. 6, we picked out some typical samples
of the disparity maps predicted by the PSMNet, together with
corresponding our error maps from KITTI online evaluation
server. Obviously, the proposed CFP-Net performs better than
others in textureless and foreground regions on KITTI 2015
datasets.
Tab. I illustrates our’s together with recent state-of-the-
art methods’ evaluation results on KITTI 2012 datasets. We
perform well both in non-occluded (Out-Noc) and all (Out-All)
area. Moreover, our method is also highly efficient because of
our succinct network with only 4.6M parameters and program
optimization. It is tested that the overall run time is only 0.95
seconds on a single Nvidia Titan X GPU.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we propose CFP-Net, a novel network archi-
tecture consists of the local feature extraction module(LFE),
cross-form spatial pyramid module(CFSPP) and multi-scale
3D convolution matching and fusion module. It performs well
in ill-posed regions for its’ enlarged receptive fields and better
utilization of context information in multi-scale cost volume.
However, recent stereo matching methods based CNN still
perform poorly on estimating disparity for inherently ill-posed
and textureless regions. It is still an intractable problem that
how to incorporate different scales and locations of feature
maps better and regularize cost volume better. In our future
work, we will ameliorate our cost volume reconstruction and
refinement network.
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